The Spiderweb - A Writing Metaphor

By: Addie Roling
Attributes:

- Capture prey
- Made of silk
- Sticky
- Spiders
- Tension
- Threads
- Designs
- Strength
- Connects
- Elasticity
- Beautiful
The Writing Process is... 

The Spiderweb

I don't meditate on spider webs much, nor do I sit and contemplate my writing process but they are similar. Just as the spider begins to form the shape of the web, my brain begins to plan an outline of my writing. Step by step, I come up with new ideas that become new threads in my writing. I then create complete thoughts that are like the silk connecting all the small important pieces together. I think fill my writing with details that add an extra flair of beauty, connecting everything further which creates the beautiful masterpiece. Each thread of information adds a new layer to my writing. All of my ideas connect to form an organized essay. Sometimes though, my ideas get sticky and end up tangling my brain, causing the whole writing to crumble. However, some capture the reader-like prey and get them hooked into the writing. What started out as jumbled up ideas, "connect to form a complex, beautiful masterpiece of writing. Thus, my writing process is finished—until another web comes unwound, uncovering more ideas.
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